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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 2009, the Senate Commerce Committee held a hearing to explore the competitive effects of exclusive handset agreements in the wireless industry. Exclusive agreements typically allow one particular wireless operator to serve as the sole distributor of a manufacturer’s handset for a given period of time. The new chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has announced his intention to explore the issue of handset exclusivity.¹ There are several pending petitions before the FCC that raise this issue, one of which seeks to ban exclusive handset contracts.²

A key element that appears to be missing from the policy debate is whether exclusive contracts harm consumers. Antitrust scholars recognize that exclusive contracts have the potential under certain conditions to reduce consumer welfare. One condition concerns market power: one of the firms seeking an exclusive agreement must dominate access to consumers. A second condition is that the excluded product is needed by the dominant firm’s rivals to constrain the prices the dominant firm can charge consumers. Economists sometimes refer to such a product as a “must-have” input. This article evaluates both conditions as applied to the U.S. mobile handset market. In Part II of this paper, we analyze whether Apple or any other manufacturer has established a dominant share in the mobile handset market. Market shares for smartphone sales in the United States reveal that, in the first quarter of 2009, RIM’s BlackBerry Curve moved past Apple’s iPhone to become the best-selling consumer smartphone of the quarter in the United States³—a result that is not consistent with the notion of dominance. We also review the rapid pace of innovation in handsets, which resulted in

---

shifting market shares among handset makers. While exclusivity was not always the norm, we show that many of the iconic handsets introduced since 2004 have been introduced pursuant to an exclusive contract. Next, we analyze whether the iPhone is a “must-have” input for wireless carriers, and show that it is not.

Antitrust scholars also recognize that exclusive agreements can promote consumer welfare by encouraging risk-taking by entrepreneurs and by aligning the incentives of dealers and manufacturers. For example, the economics literature recognizes that exclusive contracts can address dealer-incentive issues that arise when the manufacturer wants the dealer to invest in specific facilities or human capital to provide better service to consumers. In the absence of such agreements, dealers may not invest in an efficient level of promotion. Because exclusive contracts have the potential to increase or decrease welfare, they are analyzed under a “rule of reason” framework, which balances the benefits and costs of permitting such contracts. In Part III of this paper, we explain that exclusive handset contracts are likely motivated for three procompetitive reasons: (1) to share the enormous risk associated with launching a new device, (2) to align the incentives of the carrier with the handset maker, and (3) to ensure network quality. From the perspective of a handset maker like Apple, aligning with a single carrier like AT&T ensures that Apple does not incur all of the downside risk in the event that the phone is not a success. The agreement also ensures that AT&T will make iPhone-specific investments such as marketing support, handset subsidies, and modifying its network to accommodate bandwidth-intensive applications.

New technologies often seemingly emerge from nowhere, but also frequently lose their luster quickly. Consider the fleeting success of Second Life, the virtual online world that was supposed to induce Americans to live online. Analysts predicted that Second Life could top the World Wide Web as the way to tap the Internet’s resources. Some even thought it could challenge the Microsoft Windows operating system. The hype induced corporate giants like Nike and IBM to develop a presence in this virtual world. Reuters stationed a reporter at its first virtual news bureau inside Second Life. IBM sank $10 million

6. Id.
8. Andrew Adam Newman, The Reporter Is Real, but the World He Covers Isn’t, N.Y.
on initiatives to further develop Second Life and the online three-dimensional world generally.\textsuperscript{9} Despite this hype, Second Life became part of a “hat trick that didn’t happen,” and the frenzy surrounding the online game fizzled.\textsuperscript{10} As of July 2009, the site was populated by less than 90,000 users at a time.\textsuperscript{11} Second Life’s history illustrates the short shelf life of some technologies that had high expectations.

MySpace provides another example of the transient nature of a so-called dominant technology. MySpace emerged in 2003, and by 2006, had grown to 70 million users.\textsuperscript{12} Its superior music and video capabilities helped the network edge out Friendster and other competitors to become the most popular social network.\textsuperscript{13} Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp. paid $649 million in 2005 for Intermix Media, owner of MySpace, before the company had managed to turn a significant profit.\textsuperscript{14} Some analysts asserted that MySpace was a “natural monopoly,” citing the high switching cost of moving from one social network to another as an impenetrable “network effect” giving MySpace dominance over other social networks.\textsuperscript{15} By June 2009, Facebook, a rival social network, roughly doubled in size and became the largest network in the United States and globally while MySpace lost five percent of its users.\textsuperscript{16}

In this article, we explain how the mobile handset market is subject to these same disruptive forces—an iconic handset emerges, is quickly crowned the “winner,” and soon thereafter is replaced by another technology that was not even conceived of at the time the “winner” was launched. Many iPhone-inspired smartphones, including the Blackberry Storm and the HTC G1, could unseat the iPhone in the smartphone segment. We explain that heavy-handed regulation of such dynamic

\begin{footnotes}
\item[13] \textit{MySpace, Facebook and Other Social Networking Sites: Hot Today, Gone Tomorrow?}, \textit{Knowledge@Wharton}, May 3, 2006, \textit{http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article.cfm?articleid=1463}.
\item[14] Hansell, \textit{supra} note 12.
\item[16] Facebook Dethrones MySpace in the U.S., \textit{L.A. Times}, June 16, 2009, \textit{available at} http://articles.latimes.com/2009/jun/16/business/ti-facebook16. The MySpace and Second Life examples concern applications. There are also examples of fleeting dominance on the device side, such as the Sony Walkman and the VCR.
\end{footnotes}
markets is likely to reduce welfare on net. The cost of erring through regulatory intervention—for example, by restricting voluntary private agreements that promote risk taking—can be significant. Delaying the benefits associated with innovation in mobile handsets could cost consumers dearly. In sum, exclusive contracts between handset makers and wireless carriers benefit consumers by encouraging innovation by both handset makers and wireless service providers that are vying for market share, and by enabling some handset makers to remain viable. These benefits take the form of greater variety of choices in handsets, greatly enhanced capabilities, and a more affordable range of device options. Banning exclusive contracts could have the unintended consequence of reducing innovation and raising prices.

I. A BRIEF ECONOMIC HISTORY OF DISRUPTIVE REVOLUTIONS IN THE HANDSET MARKET

The preceding examples of products that were thought to be the “next big thing” and turned out to be passing fancies suggest that we should be careful in making predictions about the dominance of a technology, network, or even an idea. A review of the history of the wireless handset market suggests that the pronouncements about the dominance of the iPhone are likely to be proven wrong.

A. Innovative Handsets From the Last Two Decades

Marty Cooper is the engineer who is credited with converting the cellular technology used in car phones of the 1970s into portable handsets. In April 1973, Motorola hosted a press conference at the Hilton New York to introduce Cooper’s prototype of a cell phone. The handset, called a DynaTAC, had 35 minutes of talk time and weighed 2.2 pounds. In 1983, Motorola introduced a “lighter” version of DynaTAC (still weighing over one pound) with a list price of $4,000.


19. Consider Francis Fukuyama’s now infamous conclusion that America’s victory over the Soviet Union marked the “end of history” and “the end point of mankind’s ideological evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final form of human government.” Francis Fukuyama, The End of History?, 16 THE NAT’L INT. 3 (1989). This idea has now been discredited by the proliferation of authoritarian regimes over the last two decades that stand in stark opposition to liberal principles of the United States and Western Europe.

In 1989, Motorola introduced the MicroTAC flip phone. At 12 ounces, it was approximately half the size of any of its rivals and was able to fit into a shirt pocket; the phone was originally priced at $2,995 (a full 25 percent discount from the earlier model). Fortune magazine reported that the end of innovation was near: “Portable phones won’t get a lot smaller than this one. After all, they have to reach from your ear to your mouth.” In 1996, Motorola offered a 3.1 ounce StarTAC mobile phone, hailed as the first wearable phone. One media source suggested that StarTAC was “about to revolutionize the cellular industry.” Another analyst (incorrectly) predicted that the StarTAC would ensure that the next generation of cell phones would be “worn on the wrist, a la Dick Tracy.” Still others predicted the introduction of “kid phones, with only two buttons—one for mommy and one for daddy.” With the benefit of hindsight, it is now clear that neither the MicroTAC nor the StarTAC marked the pinnacle of innovation in cell phones.

Although each of these phones was considered cutting-edge or “iconic” when introduced, these names have faded into obscurity with the passage of time. In this decade, brands like Treo, BlackBerry, Razr, and iPhone have all competed for dominance in the handset market. The evolution of mobile handsets from the mid-1990s through 2002 set the stage for the introduction of personal digital assistants (PDAs), thin phones, and more recently, smartphones.

Table 1 shows that exclusive contracts were not always the norm; however, many, if not all, of the iconic handsets introduced since 2004 have been introduced pursuant to an exclusive contract. Although we cannot demonstrate that exclusive agreements were the cause of the recent innovation, it is clear that exclusive contracts are associated with recent innovation.

23. Id.
25. Id.
27. Id. (internal quotations omitted).
28. We discuss the use of these contracts, and the reasons for believing they promote innovation in this case, in Part III.
Table 1: A History of Iconic Handsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year Introduced</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Innovation</th>
<th>Exclusive (w/ whom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>MicroTAC</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Flip-phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>StarTAC</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Reduced size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>9000 Communicator</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Combine phone, fax, email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handspring</td>
<td>Treo 180</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Combine personal digital assistant w/ cell phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>Razr V3</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Thin</td>
<td>Reduced size</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danger</td>
<td>Sidekick</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Offer email and web surfing to mass market</td>
<td>T-Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM</td>
<td>Blackberry Pearl</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Reduced size; integration of push e-mail with media</td>
<td>T-Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM</td>
<td>Blackberry Curve</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Reduced size; integration of push e-mail with media</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Multi-touch screen, operate on a 3G or Wi-Fi network, visual voicemail</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Run multiple apps at same time; combines e-mail, pictures, video, and web contacts</td>
<td>Sprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>Google's Android platform, already has thousands of third-party applications</td>
<td>T-Mobile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Personal Digital Assistants. In 1993, BellSouth and IBM jointly introduced the Simon Personal Communicator, the first mobile handset that included pager, calculator, and calendar.29 The handset weighed 21 ounces and sold for $900.30 The Simon was hailed for its uniqueness. One article announcing its release described it as “the first time a company had placed a computer in a cellular phone, rather than placing a cellular phone in a computer.”31

In 1996, Nokia launched the Nokia 9000 Communicator.32 The Nokia 9000 was hailed as “revolutionary” and as signaling “the birth of the real information age.”33 The device combined phone, fax, address book, and e-mail in a single interface.34

In the same year, Palm introduced the Pilot as its first personal digital assistant. It enabled people to organize all their data on a computer, and then sync it to the device.35 Before being acquired by Palm, Handspring introduced the Treo 180, which merged a Palm organizer with a cell phone in 2002.36 The Treo 180 retailed for $399 and was available with either a built-in keyboard or “Graffiti” based handwriting software. The Treo was offered by both Cingular and VoiceStream,37 which was later acquired by T-Mobile. The Treo 180 was highly praised upon its introduction. Walter Mossberg of the Wall Street Journal called the Treo 180 “the best combination of a phone and a personal digital assistant, by far.”38 But users quickly tired of being tethered to a computer, as they increasingly kept their data in multiple locations. They also were longing for a device that was more convenient to carry, which led to the next innovation.

Thin phones. In 2004, Motorola’s Razr revolutionized the cell phone industry once again by shifting the focus from handset features to phone size.39 Motorola recognized the need for simplicity when it developed the

30. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
37. See id.
39. Sacco, supra note 29.
Initially conceived as an “iconic, image-leading, low-sales-volume” product, the Razr exceeded expectations with sales topping the company’s total lifetime projections just three months after its August 2004 release. Roger Jellicoe, manager of the Razr development project, recognized the phone’s potential and knew that it could “change the industry.” He insisted that “once you picked up the Razr and used it, you never wanted another phone.”

The Razr became the top-selling phone in the United States in 2005 and held that position until the third quarter of 2008, when the iPhone 3G took the lead. Motorola’s profits, however, began to slide well before the Razr was overturned as the most popular phone. The price of the phone plummeted and new models did little to boost revenue, as Motorola struggled to sell its high-end phones. The revenues of Motorola’s mobile-device division declined by over one third in 2007. In that same quarter, Motorola posted a 94 percent decline in net profit.

Smartphones. The next revolution in handsets connected personal digital assistants to the Internet. In May 2009, Morgan Stanley Research described the migration to Internet-connected mobile devices, including smartphones, as “one of the biggest opportunities in the history of the technology industry.” “Smartphones” are cell phones that have many features of a desktop computer and are connected to the Internet. In addition to allowing people to make calls and check e-mail, smartphones can run programs or “apps” designed by third-party developers.

Smartphones have been around for more than a decade. Yet of the billion-plus mobile phones operating throughout the world, only ten percent are estimated to be smartphones, suggesting tremendous growth potential. Gartner Research estimates that sales of smartphones will

---

41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Id.
46. Id.
47. Id.
increase by over 27 percent in 2009 to approximately 170 million units.\(^{50}\) Juniper Research predicts smartphones will account for the majority of all mobile phones in the near future.\(^{51}\)

In 2005, Nokia launched the N series, a new line that combined a web browser, video, music and pictures into a single phone. According to analysts (who evidently could not see BlackBerry or the iPhone on the horizon), the devices moved Nokia a generation ahead in the race to build the first real smartphone.\(^{52}\) But it was Research in Motion (RIM) and not Nokia that developed the smartphone segment. Although RIM’s BlackBerry was not the first wireless device with reliable e-mail access, it popularized mobile e-mail among business professionals because of its integration with Microsoft Exchange servers and strong encryption. “Push” e-mail alerted users whenever they received a new e-mail without having to continually check the server. Large corporations adopted the device en masse; for example, in February 2000, RIM announced a deal with Solomon Smith Barney to supply thousands of devices to its employees.\(^{53}\) By December 2000, RIM had at least 115,000 BlackBerry subscribers,\(^{54}\) and by March 2001, RIM had at least 400,000, 70 percent of whom were connected through their corporate servers.\(^{55}\) In January 2002, over 13,000 corporations allowed their employees to access their e-mail on a BlackBerry.\(^{56}\) In 2002, RIM introduced the BlackBerry 5810, which combined the BlackBerry’s e-mail capabilities with wireless voice functionality.\(^{57}\)

Rival handset makers were trying to topple BlackBerry in the

---


\(^{52}\) Adam Smith, Nokia Plays It (Not Too) Smart, TIME, Aug. 24, 2009, at GB1.

\(^{53}\) Mark Guibert, Research In Motion, Ltd—Research in Motion to Supply BlackBerry Wireless, CAN. STOCKWATCH, Feb. 8, 2000.

\(^{54}\) Research In Motion BlackBerry Subscribers Now 115,000, DOW JONES NEWS SERVICE, Dec. 20, 2000.


\(^{56}\) AT&T Wireless and Research In Motion to Offer Integrated Wireless Device for Managing Email and Phone Calls, CAN. NEWSWIRE, Jan. 29, 2002.

smartphone segment, but with less success. In 2001, Kyocera introduced the Kyocera 6035.\textsuperscript{58} The Kyocera 6035 was the first widely available smartphone with a Palm operating system.\textsuperscript{59} It was described as “the first really good PDA-equipped phone” by Walter Mossberg.\textsuperscript{60} In 2002, Danger, Inc. in conjunction with T-Mobile introduced the T-Mobile Sidekick.\textsuperscript{61} The Sidekick was hailed as a “breakthrough wireless device” because it was the first device to offer user friendly e-mail, web surfing, and instant messaging at a price affordable to consumers rather than only business people.\textsuperscript{62} The device originally retailed at subsidized price of $199 (after a $50 mail-in rebate) with unlimited data use for $39.99.\textsuperscript{63}

The next major upheaval within the smartphone segment was launched by Apple in 2007. Where the BlackBerry succeeded among corporate users, the iPhone succeeded among mass-market users. Smartphone productivity features of the iPhone included email, text messaging, web browsing, contacts, a calendar, and a notepad. The iPhone also came equipped with a built-in camera and a voice recorder. It had the capability to operate on a 3G or Wi-Fi network,\textsuperscript{64} which allowed users to download data at relatively high speeds. The iPhone also had the capability to sync emails, contacts and calendars wirelessly; it also had a search feature for users to find items in its standard applications.

Despite the many impressive features that made it so popular with consumers, businesses were initially disappointed that the iPhone lacked the feature that made the BlackBerry so popular: push e-mail.\textsuperscript{65} The second generation iPhone, released in June 2008, added GPS, high-speed 3G cellular network access, and push e-mail, along with security features to lure businesses.\textsuperscript{66} Another key feature of the iPhone was the wide range of applications available for download both over the air and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Steve Gold, \textit{A Smartphone With Palm OS From Kyocera}, NEWSBYTES NEWS NETWORK, Mar. 2, 2001.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Walter Mossberg, \textit{Kyocera's Smartphone Finds a Clever Way To Wed Palm to Cell}, WALL ST. J., Mar. 8, 2001, at B1.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} See Sacco, supra note 29; Walter S. Mossberg, \textit{Phone, E-mail—Even Camera—in a $199 Device}, WALL ST. J., Aug. 8, 2002, at B1.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Mossberg, supra note 61.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Proponents of “wireless net neutrality” often claim that AT&T disabled Wi-Fi capability on its devices. See Robert W. Hahn, Robert E. Litan & Hal J. Singer, \textit{The Economics of Wireless Net Neutrality}, 3 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 399 (2007). The fact that many devices, including the iPhone, have such capabilities undermines those claims.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} Daniel D. Turner, \textit{Enterprise Hurdles Await iPhone}, EWEEK, June 22, 2007, http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Mobile-and-Wireless/Enterprise-Hurdles-Await-iPhone (“‘The number one problem with the iPhone is that enterprise users want to push e-mail,’ said Jack E. Gold, principal analyst at technology advising firm J. Gold Associates in Northborough, Mass.”).
\end{itemize}
through the iTunes application for personal computers; as of August 2009, there were about 65,000 available. Apple’s open platform has allowed independent developers to create and sell these applications, incentivizing innovation and expanding the capabilities of the device. These applications range from video games to a Microsoft Office document reader.

A feature of the iPhone that received a great deal of attention was its touch-screen interface. Unlike many rival devices, the iPhone did not have a physical keyboard, relying instead on a touch-screen keyboard that appears on its display when prompted by the user. Users scroll through pages with the flick of a finger, and can zoom into and out of pages with two-finger pinching motions. Walter Mossberg and Katherine Boehret of the Wall Street Journal described this touch-screen interface as “effective, practical, and fun.”

By January 2009, more than 21 million iPhones had been sold. As of July 2008, there were more than one billion downloads from the App Store since its launch. As of May 2009, Morgan Stanley estimated that the iPhone accounted for 15 percent of global smartphone sales and 2 percent of all mobile devices. Morgan Stanley predicted that iPhone’s share of the smartphone sales would reach 17 percent by the end of 2010. Despite these seemingly modest shares, the iPhone’s popularity—and its exclusive agreement with AT&T—caught the attention of regulators.

The Palm Pre hopes to become the next iconic phone within the smartphone category. The Palm Pre launched June 6, 2009 for $199 at Sprint stores. The Palm team is staffed with former Apple employees and is led by Palm president Jon Rubinstein, who built the original iPod

69. Quittner, supra note 49.
70. Pre conceived; Smart-Phone Wars, ECONOMIST, June 13, 2009.
71. MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH, supra note 48.
72. Id. at 7.
73. See discussion infra Part II.
74. In September 2009, Palm announced “it was cutting the Pre’s price to $149 with a two-year service agreement with provider Sprint Nextel Corp. and after a $150 instant rebate and a $100 mail-in rebate.” Yukari Iwatani Kane & Roger Cheng, Palm Unveils Cheaper Phone in Turnaround Drive—Thin Pixi Is Positioned as Latest Alternative to Such Rivals as Apple’s iPhone; Company Reduces Pre’s Price, WALL ST. J., Sept. 10, 2009, at B9, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125247502163094859.html. The price decrease brought the Pre closer to the iPhone, which sold for $99. Id.
Analysts recognized that a wireless user’s e-mail, pictures, video, and Facebook/LinkedIn/Twitter contacts were increasingly hard to manage, even on the sleek iPhone. Pre’s operating system, WebOS, claims to wirelessly combine all of those data into one comprehensive contact list, without duplicates. When users start typing on the Pre, WebOS pulls up a pane that searches the user’s contacts and also gives the user the option to search via Google, Wikipedia or Twitter. WebOS is designed to simulate the Web itself. Accordingly, anyone who can build a website can write applications for this platform, which is why Palm expects a flood of applications for the Pre. Finally, unlike the iPhone, the Pre can run several applications simultaneously. Each application is represented by a virtual card after it launches; switching between programs requires “leafing through the cards.” The iPhone’s significant technological lead over other smart phones likely created the impetus for Palm’s innovation and potentially others.

Competition in the mobile handset market continues to be fierce. Two days after the Pre’s launch, Apple unveiled a newer version of its iPhone, the iPhone 3GS. The updated model can download content faster than the iPhone 3G and features a longer battery life. Other improvements include the ability to record video, a 3 megapixel autofocus camera, and hands free voice control. Finally, smartphones do not constitute the “last” category of the next new thing in handsets. Computer makers have shrunk the size of laptops down to eleven inches or smaller, creating a new class of mobile devices called “netbooks” or “minis,” which have been optimized for mobility and sell for under $500. An even faster version of the netbook called “ultrathins,” which are priced between $500 and $900 and weigh under five pounds, were introduced in 2009. According to IDC Research, netbook sales are expected to more than double in 2009, from 11.6 million units in 2008 to 26.5 million in 2009. When these devices are equipped with WiFi capability (along with a mobile data plan), they become substitutes for smartphones.

75. See Quittner, supra note 49.
76. Id.
77. Id.
80. Id.
B. Market Dynamics: Share Changes Among Handset Makers Around the Introduction of the Iconic Device

With major innovations in the mobile handset segment in the wireless industry coming from a number of different firms, we would expect to see changes in market share over time and the absence of a clear, dominant firm that controls access to well over half of all customers. Based on analysis of the data below, we conclude that no firm, including Apple, had a dominant share of the handset market—either in the United States or globally—over our study period (2005 to 2009), and that shares are not stable over time due to innovations among new handset makers.

1. Smartphone Segment

Market shares for smartphone sales in the United States are tracked by NPD Group, which estimated that in the first quarter of 2009, RIM’s BlackBerry Curve moved past Apple’s iPhone to become the best-selling consumer smartphone in the United States. NPD Group estimated that RIM’s share of smartphone sales in the United States increased to nearly 50 percent in 2009, while Apple’s and Palm’s share of that segment both declined by 10 percent each. Other estimates place RIM’s share of the U.S. smartphone segment at slightly over 50 percent, well ahead of Apple. Apple is similarly not dominant in the global market for smartphone sales. Table 2 shows that Apple accounted for less than eleven percent of global smartphone sales as of the first quarter of 2009. Indeed, Nokia, the market leader, controlled less than half of the smartphone segment—far short of dominance—over the period studied.

81. Antitrust courts have considered market shares above 60 percent to be dominant. See, e.g., United States v. Dentsply Int’l, Inc., 399 F.3d 181, 187 (3d Cir. 2005) (“[A] share significantly larger than 55% has been required to established [sic] prima facie market power.”). Although the threshold varies across circuits, the requisite share for determining dominance appears to be above 50 percent.
83. Id.
84. See Jessi Hempel, How Blackberry Does It, FORTUNE, Aug. 31, 2009, at 92 (citing IDC data).
Table 2: Worldwide Smartphone Market Share (Based on Units Sold), 2005-09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>1Q09 (%)</th>
<th>1Q08 (%)</th>
<th>1Q07 (%)</th>
<th>1Q06 (%)</th>
<th>1Q05 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp/HTC</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others**</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: *Less than three percent share. **Incorporates the shares of manufacturers with less than three percent share. ***Personal digital assistant share only.

As Table 2 shows, the global shares of smartphone makers are not stable over time. For example, Apple suddenly emerges on the list of leading smartphone suppliers in 2008; while other manufacturers, such as Palm and Motorola, disappear. The only exception to this rule is Nokia, which has maintained a steady share between 40 and 45 percent over the time period analyzed. To understand what drove these shifts in market share, we will briefly summarize the major developments in the smartphone segment since 2005. As our discussion makes clear, share shifts are largely driven by the continuous introduction of the next, iconic phone.

By the first quarter of 2005, personal digital assistants with integrated wireless local area network or cellular capabilities accounted

---


for approximately 55 percent of all PDAs shipped. RIM was the leading supplier of PDAs. Palm’s PDA shipments declined significantly; its market share in the PDA segment fell from 30.5 to 18 percent, its lowest market share since it entered the PDA segment in 1996. Nokia’s re-entry into the PDA segment with its 9300 and 9500 models enabled the company to gain a significant foothold.

In the first quarter of 2006, Nokia accounted for 42 percent of the combined PDA and smartphone segment. Motorola smartphone shipments roughly doubled in the first half of 2006, driven by the success of Motorola’s Linux-based devices in China. Gartner presciently noted that Motorola was “not making significant progress with its Microsoft and Symbian-based smartphones and shipments of the Motorola Q have been hampered by the minimum $80 monthly service plan offered by Verizon.” RIM enjoyed an increase in sales of 60 percent year-on-year, lifted by the newfound popularity of the BlackBerry. Palm experienced a sales decrease of 26 percent in the first half of 2006, as “the company shifted its focus on sales of its Treo smartphones.”

In the first quarter of 2007, Palm and Motorola disappeared from the Gartner survey of the leading providers of smartphones. In the first quarter of 2008, Nokia still enjoyed 45 percent of the global smartphone segment; Gartner credits Nokia’s success to the “variety of its smartphone portfolio, which includes a number of both high-end and mid-tier models available at different price points.” RIM saw its share double from 2006, driven by sales of the BlackBerry Curve and Pearl. Seemingly out of nowhere, Apple became the third largest provider of smartphones with a 5.3 percent share, thanks to the introduction of the iPhone.

In the first two quarters of 2009, Nokia managed to increase its sales in the smartphone segment by introducing the Nokia 5800 into more regions. Nokia’s N97 smartphone “met little enthusiasm at its launch in the second quarter of 2009.” Apple’s iPhone 3GS sold 1
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96. Gartner First Quarter 2008, supra note 86.
97. Gartner First Quarter 2009, supra note 85.
million units in its first weekend; its sales were also boosted by Apple’s expansion into a larger number of countries and its price adjustments on the 8GB iPhone 3G. RIM continued to grow its share, while HTC lowered its expectations for the second half of 2009 due to product delays.

2. Other Segments of the Handset Market

Radical shifts also occurred in the non-smartphone segment of the handset market over the same time period. As in the smartphone segment, Nokia was the industry leader, yet its share was below 40 percent from 2005 through 2009. Table 3 shows shares for what Gartner calls the “mobile terminal sales to end users,” which includes smartphone sales (smartphone sales accounted for 13.5 percent of all handset sales in the first quarter of 2009), but also includes simpler phones that focus on telephony and text messaging.

Table 3: Worldwide Mobile Terminal Share (Based on Units Sold), 2005-09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>1Q09 (%)</th>
<th>1Q08 (%)</th>
<th>1Q07 (%)</th>
<th>1Q06 (%)</th>
<th>1Q05 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Ericsson</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BenQMobile</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others**</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Less than three percent share. ** Incorporates the shares of carriers with less than three percent share.

Table 3 reveals that some manufacturers, such as BenQMobile,
disappeared from the rankings entirely in 2007 after commanding over five percent of worldwide handset sales in 2005. It also shows that others, such as LG, realized a share increase of five percent in one year from 2008 to 2009. This rapidly changing marketplace landscape is not consistent with the notion of dominance.

To better understand what drove these and other radical shifts in market share, we summarize the major developments in the larger handset market, which includes smartphones (described above) and other types of handsets. Our brief history begins in the early 1990s. Once again, share shifts are frequently driven by the introduction of iconic handsets.

Motorola’s (relatively) small MicroTAC, introduced in 1989, allowed it to distance itself from rival device makers.105 By the middle of the 1990s, however, Nokia and Ericsson took about five percentage points from Motorola’s share, causing Motorola’s share to fall from 65 to 60 percent.106 Nokia and Samsung took additional share from Motorola over the subsequent decade, leaving Motorola with less than 20 percent by the middle of the decade. The Nokia 6100 series, introduced in November 1997, featured extended battery life, games, and could operate on two network technologies (i.e., it was a “dual-mode” handset).107 The Samsung SCH-1000 made Sprint PCS the “first CDMA [Code Division Multiple Access] carrier to offer wireless consumers a choice of phones” in 1997.108 The phone was the lightest CDMA phone at the time.109 Motorola’s slide was reversed with the introduction of the popular and iconic Razr in 2004.

In 2006, Nokia and Motorola accounted for over half of worldwide mobile phone sales.110 Led by its wideband-CDMA phones, Nokia was the preferred brand in Western Europe, Central Eastern Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia.111 Motorola faced increasing competition in the supply of thin phones.112 Samsung fell further behind Motorola.113 In 2007, Nokia’s continued strong sales were driven by its multimedia-rich phones;114 it introduced the 5200 and 5300 in the end of 2006, and
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it introduced the Nokia 6300 in 2007. Nokia sold close to 1 million Eseries devices to business customers. It was on the verge of launching the 2630 and the Navigator. Motorola lost nearly 2 percentage points of market share; it introduced the Razr2 with the hope of stimulating sales. Samsung’s market share remained unchanged relative to 2006, as it focused on “rich features and ultra slim design.” Sony Ericsson enjoyed modest share growth driven by both high-end models (K800 and W880) as well as the low and mid-tier products (W300, W200, and the K310). LG also enjoyed share growth via the introduction of the LG Prada as well as new colors of the K800 Chocolate phone.

In 2008, Nokia maintained its market leadership due in part to strong sales in the ultra-low-cost segment. Samsung surpassed Motorola in sales by focusing on touch-screen devices. LG overtook Sony Ericsson to become the fourth-largest handset vendor, in part by focusing on touch-screen devices similar to the iPhone, including the LG Prada, Shine, and KF600. Sony Ericsson blamed its weak results on difficult conditions in the Western European market, which led to a weakening in the demand for high-end phones.

In 2009, certain handset makers once again experienced significant share shifts. Relative to the first quarter of 2008, Motorola lost four percentage points in its market share by the first quarter of 2009 (from 10.2 to 6.2 percent); Samsung saw its share increase by five percentage points (from 14.4 to 19.1 percent), driven by the introduction of the Omnia, Tocco, and Pixon touch-screen handsets. Motorola appears not to have found a successor to its once-dominant Razr.

II. WHAT MAKES THE IPHONE SPECIAL YET NOT A MUST-HAVE INPUT FOR WIRELESS CARRIERS?

Economists are concerned about exclusive contracts between an upstream input provider and a downstream distributor if the excluded input is needed by a distributor’s rivals to effectively compete. Inputs that
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are deemed essential to preserve downstream competition are called must-have inputs. There are a few prominent examples of must-have inputs in the communications industry. Must-have inputs are likely to be especially rare in technology markets where rapid innovation causes once-dominant inputs to be dated in a short period of time. By limiting access to must-have inputs, the distributor may impair competition in one of three ways: (1) discouraging entry, (2) encouraging exit, or (3) raising a rival’s operating costs. Consistent with the economic view of exclusive dealing, courts have also focused on whether an input is “essential” or must-have in assessing the merits of cases involving exclusionary conduct. In this section, we analyze whether the iPhone would satisfy this must-have criterion that law and economics recognize as being necessary to justify intervention.

127. Patrick Rey & Jean Tirole, A Primer on Foreclosure, in 3 HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 2145, 2220 (Mark Armstrong & Robert H. Porter eds., 2007) ("An input produced by a dominant firm is essential if it cannot be cheaply duplicated by users who are denied access to it.").

128. For example, the Federal Communications Commission has determined that the television rights to a professional sports team that has been granted an exclusive (regional) territory by a league constitute a must-have input for competitive distributors of video programming. See, e.g., Applications for Consent to the Assignment and/or Transfer of Control of Licenses, Memorandum Opinion & Order, 21 FCC Rcd. 8203, 8259 (2006) (finding that a video distributor’s “ability to gain access to [regional sports networks] and the price and other terms [or] conditions of access can be important factors in its ability to compete with [the distributor’s] rivals.”).

129. Rey & Tirole, supra note 127, at 2153 ("[W]e will define foreclosure as a situation in which: (i) a firm dominates one market (bottleneck good); and (ii) it uses its market power in the bottleneck good market to restrict output in another market, perhaps but not necessarily by discouraging the entry or encouraging the exit of rivals."); see also Thomas G. Krattenmaker & Steven C. Salop, Anticompetitive Exclusion: Raising Rivals’ Costs to Achieve Power Over Price, 96 YALE L.J. 209, 234 (1986) ("The simplest and most obvious method by which foreclosure of supply can raise rivals’ costs is the purchaser’s obtaining exclusionary rights from all (or a sufficient number of) the lowest-cost suppliers, where those suppliers determine the input’s market price. Competitors of the purchaser experience a cost increase as they necessarily shift to higher cost suppliers or less efficient inputs. Antitrust literati know this as the ‘Bottleneck’ or ‘essential facilities’ problem.").

130. See, e.g., MCI Commc’ns Corp. v. AT&T, 708 F.2d 1081, 1132–33 (7th Cir. 1983) (stating that plaintiff must prove “(1) control of the essential facility by a monopolist; (2) a competitor’s inability practically or reasonably to duplicate the essential facility; (3) the denial of the use of the facility to a competitor; and (4) the feasibility of providing the facility.”). This general focus on ensuring that rivals maintain the ability to constrain dominant firms’ prices is also at the heart of the Federal Communication Commission’s regulation of affiliated cable programming. See 47 U.S.C. § 536(a)(3) (which orders the Federal Communications Commission to promulgate rules that “contain provisions designed to prevent a multichannel video programming distributor from engaging in conduct the effect of which is to unreasonably restrain the ability of an unaffiliated video programming vendor to compete fairly by discriminating in video programming distribution on the basis of affiliation or nonaffiliation of vendors in the selection, terms, or conditions for carriage of video programming provided by such vendors.”).
A. Identifying the Key Attributes of the iPhone

The iPhone has attracted significant attention since its debut in the summer of 2007, when it drew long lines of fanatical followers who waited for days in front of Apple retail stores and created a scene that was “[p]art street theater, part ‘iPhone slumber party.”’131 As described above, there are many features of the device that make it an attractive product. Based on analyst reviews, we have identified the following seven features as being the most important attributes:

- As with the iPod, the iPhone syncs easily with Apple's popular iTunes software.
- It supports thousands of applications via its App Store.
- The iPhone’s touch-screen interface features “multi-touch” capabilities.
- It supports video streaming of media files.
- It runs over a 3G data network.
- The built-in camera allows users to upload images to sites like Facebook.
- It includes a GPS chipset that allows users to pinpoint their exact geographic locations.

While there are myriad other features available on the iPhone, these seven appear to be the ones that set the iPhone apart from the pack upon its introduction. The key question for regulators is: Can wireless operators, including rural operators,132 compete effectively in the downstream wireless services market without access to the iPhone and its key features?

B. Are Those Attributes Currently Offered By Rival Smartphones—And if Not, Will They Soon Be Replicated or Superseded?

Based on a review of available handsets in August 2009, we conclude that several competing mobile devices replicate the key features of the iPhone. Table 4 offers a comparison of smartphones that compete with the iPhone, noting which iPhone features are currently replicated or could be replicated in the near future. Almost all of the iPhone’s fundamental attributes are available in rival smartphones. The basic features of email, web browsing, contacts, and calendars are standard.


132. See Rural Cellular Association Petition, supra note 2.
Table 4: Key Attributes of the iPhone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Palm Pre</th>
<th>BlackBerry Storm</th>
<th>Nokia N97</th>
<th>HTC G1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Synchronizes with iTunes</td>
<td>Yes(^{133})</td>
<td>Yes(^{134})</td>
<td>Yes(^{135})</td>
<td>Yes(^{136})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Supports tens of thousands of applications</td>
<td>Not Yes(^{137})</td>
<td>Over 1000(^{138})</td>
<td>Hundreds(^{139})</td>
<td>Thousands(^{140})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Touch screen</td>
<td>Yes(^{141})</td>
<td>Yes(^{142})</td>
<td>Yes(^{143})</td>
<td>Yes(^{143})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Video streaming</td>
<td>Yes(^{144})</td>
<td>Yes(^{145})</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) 3G Network</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Digital camera</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) GPS chipset</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first row of Table 4 shows that these competing smartphones are also capable of synchronizing with iTunes, albeit sometimes through a third-party program (as is the case with the HTC G1).\(^{146}\) RIM and
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\(^{137}\) Troy Wolverton, *Palm's webOS Hasn't Gotten the Attention it Deserves*, San Jose Mercury News, Nov. 8, 2009.


\(^{139}\) Ovi.com, Ovi Applications, https://store.ovi.com/ (last visited Feb. 6, 2010) (counting applications listed in “Top Free” and “Best Sellers”).


\(^{146}\) The G1 can synchronize with iTunes through a program called DoubleTwist. *See* Wray, supra note 136.
Nokia have offered their own software which reads the iTunes XML library file and syncs to their devices. In contrast, the Palm Pre identifies itself to a PC as an iPod and syncs with iTunes directly instead of through third-party software. Although Apple temporarily disabled the Palm Pre’s ability to sync directly with iTunes through an update to the music software, Palm has pushed back against Apple by updating the Pre’s software so that it once again can sync with iTunes. Moreover, touch-screen functionality (row 3) and the ability to stream video (row 4) and access data at fast speeds via 3G networks (row 5) are also provided by iPhone’s rivals. Digital cameras (row 6) and GPS chipsets (row 7) are standard with these iPhone alternatives.

There are a few differences between the iPhone and its rivals. While competing smartphones include touch screens, the iPhone goes a step further in offering a multi-touch interface that is relatively unique among its peers. The Pre does include multi-touch features like the ability to zoom with the use of two fingers, but the status of these features are uncertain because Apple has been granted patents covering specific multi-touch capabilities used in the iPhone. Another difference between the iPhone and competing products is the selection of third-party applications available for the device. As of August 2009, the iPhone’s App Store has many more additional software choices than do other devices. However, this differential should narrow over time. Google’s Android platform, which is used in the HTC G1, already has thousands of third-party applications, and tens of thousands of developers have downloaded the software development kit for the Palm Pre. Although the iPhone had a head start in the “application wars,” its advantage is not likely to last, as it seems largely due to being introduced first, rather than some intrinsically better functionality.

In summary, there is a lot of competition for the smartphone segment and several smartphones offer similar features to the iPhone. The competition among handset makers is not only leading to innovative designs, but it is also ensuring that the price for smartphones has declined to levels that many Americans can afford. Apple dropped the price of its first generation iPhone to $99 in 2009 (upon the introduction of the iPhone 3GS), and Palm reduced the price of its Pre shortly after


its initial introduction. It seems quite plausible, based on the history of innovation in this area, that a new, iconic phone that supplants Apple’s iPhone will emerge.

C. Even the Best Device Makers, Including Apple, Stumble at Times

Through the introduction of the iconic BlackBerry, RIM has proven itself to be a leader in the handset industry. Expectations were high in November 2008 when RIM introduced a touch-screen smartphone, the BlackBerry Storm, to compete with the iPhone. But the Storm has proven to be somewhat of a disappointment. Some proponents of regulatory intervention in the handset market have seized on RIM’s initial stumble as evidence of Apple’s dominance.

The Storm received many reviews that were critical. Upon the Storm’s release, Yardena Arar of *PC World* declared, “the Storm’s touch interface feels like a failed experiment.”150 David Pogue, an acclaimed technology reviewer for the *New York Times*, offered harsher criticism, calling the Storm the “BlackBerry Dud,” and claiming that he “[h]adn’t found a soul who tried this machine who wasn’t appalled, baffled or both.”151 A review in *Information Week* was severely critical of the Storm’s keypad: “The full QWERTY is spacious, and gives your thumbs plenty of room, but my thumbs felt real fatigue after typing out a 100-word e-mail.”152 The reviewer went on to note that the Storm was not responsive to rotations of the phone; the phone would randomly switch from vertical to horizontal orientation even though the phone had not been rotated at all; and the camera software and video playback software both crashed the phone completely several times, requiring the reviewer to pull the battery to reset the Storm.153 Despite such reviews, the Storm sold over one million units between November 2008 and July 2009.154

Some might conclude that RIM’s failure to produce a device that could successfully rival the iPhone proves the iPhone’s must-have nature. But the fact that the Storm was a disappointment does not mean that the

153. *Id.*
iPhone’s market position is permanent. Innovation is a continuous process. BlackBerry will likely learn from its successes and failures. There is too much at stake. Indeed, RIM and Verizon are introducing the Storm 2 for the holiday season in 2009, which is expected to have better hardware, a better touch-screen input method, and Wi-Fi access.\textsuperscript{155} And the new BlackBerry Tour, which is a smartphone that returns the traditional trackball and the elevated keyboard, has received glowing reviews.\textsuperscript{156}

On the subject of disappointing initial debuts, it is worth noting Apple stumbled in its initial attempt to deliver a commercially successful cell phone that integrated with iTunes. In 2005, Apple partnered with Motorola and Cingular (now AT&T) to produce the ROKR, a cell phone designed by Motorola that synchronized with iTunes and could play music like an iPod.\textsuperscript{157} Much like the BlackBerry Storm, this phone had significant deficiencies that hindered its commercial prospects. The ROKR could carry only 100 songs, regardless of the amount of memory included on the device, lacked the intuitive controls of an iPod, and took roughly an hour to transfer a complete set of songs from one’s computer to the device.\textsuperscript{158} Despite this initial stumble, Apple was able to turn around and release the iPhone within two years, which has proved to be a great success.\textsuperscript{159} Thus, we should not assume that competitors will be unable to match or beat the capabilities of the iPhone simply because they stumble once or twice. The competitive environment can change quickly in the world of handsets.

\section*{III. The Role of Exclusive Agreements in Promoting Innovation in the Handset Market in the United States}

Table 1 reveals that exclusive distribution agreements are often used in the handset industry. In 2002, T-Mobile was the exclusive distributor of Danger’s Sidekick. Motorola’s iconic Razr V3 was exclusively offered by AT&T in 2004.\textsuperscript{160} The BlackBerry Pearl was introduced in 2006
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under an exclusive contract with T-Mobile. AT&T exclusively offered the BlackBerry Curve in 2007. More recently, AT&T was the exclusive distributor of the iPhone; Verizon was the exclusive distributor of the Storm; and Sprint was (at least through 2009) the exclusive distributor of the Palm Pre and the Kindle. The first Google phone powered by the Android operating system, the G1, is sold exclusively through T-Mobile; so is T-Mobile’s second generation Android phone.

The question to which we now turn is: Why do manufacturers and carriers enter into exclusive contracts in the first place? Before considering the benefits, we briefly discuss the costs of aligning with a single carrier from the perspective of a handset maker like Apple. By agreeing to an exclusive agreement with AT&T, Apple greatly reduced the number of consumers its iPhone would reach. At the time of Apple’s exclusive deal in 2007, AT&T had roughly a 30 percent share of the U.S. wireless market. Consequently, an exclusive agreement with AT&T meant that approximately 70 percent of wireless customers would be unable to use the iPhone on their existing network. Palm’s exclusive deal with Sprint regarding the Pre is even more curious, given Sprint’s roughly 18 percent market share in 2009.

Table 5: Estimated Market Shares of U.S. Wireless Market, March 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that the market for U.S. wireless services is not highly concentrated. Indeed, Bank of America-Merrill Lynch estimates that concentration among wireless carriers is less than all but one of the 26 other countries in its survey. Given this lack of concentration, when a handset maker like Palm aligns itself with a single carrier like Sprint, the handset maker effectively cedes a share of potential sales (in this case, roughly 82 percent of U.S. wireless subscribers).


While it is certainly possible to induce subscribers of rival networks to change networks and incur the associated switching costs, the majority of handset purchases made pursuant to an exclusive agreement are made by the exclusive carrier’s customers. For example, two-thirds of iPhone activations in the second quarter of 2009 were for existing AT&T customers.\footnote{One third of iPhone activations in the second quarter of 2009 were for customers new to AT&T. See Michelle Maisto, i\textit{Phone 3GS Launch was AT&T’s Best Day Ever}, \textit{EWEK}, July 23, 2009, \url{http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Mobile-and-Wireless/iPhone-3GS-Launch-was-ATandTs-Best-Day-Ever-137054/}.} Sales of the Palm Pre followed the same pattern: the CEO of Sprint claimed that initial sales for the Pre—an exclusive handset offered by Sprint—stemmed largely from Sprint’s existing base of customers.\footnote{Roger Cheng, \textit{Sprint’s Woes Continue Despite Palm Pre Debut}, \textit{WALL ST. J.}, July 30, 2009, at B9, \url{http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124886537730589779.html} (quoting Dan Hesse saying, “Pre buyers have largely been existing Sprint subscribers.”).} Accordingly, from the handset maker’s perspective, the cost of entering into an exclusive contract is likely to be economically significant. Because handset makers would not enter into exclusives unless they were profitable, it must be the case that Palm’s expected gains from the transaction exceeded these significant costs.

\textit{A. Procompetitive Motivations for Exclusive Handset Contracts}

So what motivates these exclusive contracts? Handset makers seek exclusive agreements with carriers, not as part of some anticompetitive scheme to foreclose the carrier’s downstream rivals, but to share the enormous risk associated with launching a new device, to align the incentives of the carrier with the handset maker, and to ensure network quality. Economic research has demonstrated that voluntary, exclusive contracts are often motivated by procompetitive reasons.\footnote{For a review of the economic literature on the welfare effects of vertical restraints, see Francine Lafontaine & Margaret Slade, \textit{Exclusive Contracts and Vertical Restraints: Empirical Evidence and Public Policy}, in \textit{HANDBOOK OF ANTITRUST ECON.} 391 (Paolo Buccirossi, ed., 2008), \url{http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/economics/staff/academic/slade/wp/ecsept2005.pdf}.} From the perspective of a handset maker like Apple, aligning with a single carrier like AT&T ensures that Apple does not incur all of the downside in the event that the phone flops. The agreement also ensures that AT&T will make iPhone-specific investments such as marketing support, handset subsidies, and modifying its network to accommodate the bandwidth-intensive applications. The network upgrades that AT&T had to make to support the iPhone suggest that the iPhone would not be immediately available to operate on other carriers’ networks that had not been similarly upgraded.
1. Risk Sharing

Exclusive contracts may correct dealer-incentive issues that occur when the manufacturer wants the dealer to invest up front in specific facilities or human capital to provide better service to consumers. Applied here, handset manufacturers often require operators, as part of an exclusive agreement, to commit to investing in technical support for new handsets. But perhaps the largest commitment carriers make to the handset maker is to subsidize the cost of the handset so that it is more affordable to consumers. The (first-generation) iPhone models debuted unsubsidized by AT&T at $499 and $599. AT&T subsidized the second-generation iPhone. In particular, AT&T paid Apple $300 per 8 gigabyte iPhone 3G, leaving AT&T’s customers the balance of $199 (equal to the $499 total price less the $300 subsidy). Verizon pays RIM roughly $200 toward the $399 total price of the Storm, leaving its customers the balance of $199. Sprint pays Palm at least $340 for each Pre, leaving its customers a more reasonable charge of $199 after rebate. Even lower-end phones can draw $100 subsidies from carriers. Such subsidies are properly considered brand-specific commitments that are secured via the exclusive agreement. Marketing support or promotion, which may also be considered a form of up-front investment, is discussed below.

Risk sharing is even more important in the supply of mobile handsets given the combination of the massive upfront costs of developing a new phone and the uncertainty of demand for the new product. The shortcomings of the ROKR and the Storm highlight the demand uncertainty faced by handset makers; even the backing of a big carrier cannot guarantee success. With respect to the significance of the upfront costs, Apple reportedly incurred $150 million in developing the iPhone; Palm incurred $393.8 million in research and development in
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fiscal years 2008 and 2009, leading up to the launch of the Pre.\footnote{Palm, Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 8 (July 24, 2009).} Motorola invested an “unheard of” $20 million in research and development for its MicroTAC device that debuted in 1989.\footnote{Wolinsky, supra note 26.} Handset makers appear to value having a partner that has access to a base of installed subscribers to share some of their R&D risk. Although the exclusive agreement impairs the handset maker’s access to large slices of the market (by virtue of each carrier’s limited market shares), the agreement does give the handset maker assurance that at least some installed base of customers will likely purchase the new device.

2. Marketing Support

Exclusive contracts also facilitate the coordination of marketing efforts between the downstream distributors and the upstream manufacturers of a product. In the absence of an exclusive agreement, downstream distributors will be hesitant to expend resources marketing a product because some of the benefits of marketing will accrue to their rivals. To make matters concrete, consider Verizon’s decision to market the BlackBerry Storm if customers who see the advertisement can choose to buy the Storm from a rival carrier. Because Verizon would not be able to appropriate the entire benefit of its marketing expenditures in this case, Verizon would invest less in marketing.

This problem is known as the “free-rider” problem in economics; rather than reap the benefits of their own marketing investments, firms will attempt to appropriate the benefits of their rivals’ marketing campaigns. Exclusive contracts between producers and distributors allow distributors to appropriate the entire benefit of their marketing expenditures. In some circumstances, exclusive contracts can induce downstream firms to invest in the optimal level of marketing.\footnote{Frank Mathewson & Ralph Winter, An Economic Theory of Vertical Restraints, 15 RAND J. OF ECON. 27 (1984).} This coordination of marketing efforts between the handset maker and the carrier also benefits consumers. As two prominent competition economists recently wrote, when firms are able to free-ride off the marketing expenditures of other firms, “competition between retailers is likely to generate an insufficient level of service from both the firms’ and the consumers’ point of view. Vertical restraints are thus likely to be socially desirable.”\footnote{Patrick Rey & Thibaud Vergé, The Economics of Vertical Restraints 18, (June 2005) (prepared for the conference on Advances in the Economics of Competition Law in Rome 2005).} Exclusive agreements are one type of vertical

restraint that can correct the free-rider problem.

The large investments AT&T has made in marketing the iPhone suggest that the exclusive contract between Apple and AT&T has benefitted both Apple and consumers. AT&T’s 2008 Annual Shareholder Report suggests that its large outlays for advertising have been a significant factor in driving iPhone sales. AT&T attributed increased sales and advertising expenses of $572 million to “Apple iPhone related costs” for its 2007 fiscal year. Expenditures of this magnitude would not have been likely in the absence of an exclusive agreement covering the iPhone.

3. Quality Assurance and Reputation

Exclusive deals can also benefit upstream manufacturers and consumers by assuring product quality. Specifically, exclusive dealing allows a manufacturer to closely monitor the distribution of its product so that the product does not become associated with distributors who might harm the manufacturer’s brand. This theory is particularly applicable to wireless handsets because the final handset product is necessarily tied to the network on which the handset is used. Thus, through an exclusive contract, a manufacturer like Apple can ensure that its handset is only used on a wireless network that can meet its exacting demands. AT&T invested an additional $2.5 billion in spectrum licenses to accommodate the release of the iPhone 3GS.

B. Why the Critics of Handset Exclusivity Are Wrong

Critics of exclusive contracts frequently begin their analysis with a faulty premise—namely, that wireless carriers impose exclusivity provisions on handset manufacturers. Under the traditional paradigm of monopoly-leveraging, a carrier with excessive downstream market power would demand exclusivity (or even equity in the handset) as a condition of granting access to the carriers’ customers. Having secured exclusivity, the carrier would then deny the must-have input to its rivals to distort downstream competition. A July 2009 letter to the Wall Street Journal by
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Hu Meena, President of Cellular South, argues that the nationwide carriers were seeking to impose exclusive contracts to increase their market power: “Now, as ‘kings of the jungle’ they demand and get exclusive device deals to further increase their market share.” But that story does not appear to apply here. A review of the circumstances surrounding the development of the iPhone reveals that the exclusivity agreement was the result of Apple’s extremely aggressive negotiating strategy. As we demonstrate below, it is often the handset manufacturers, and not the carriers, who are seeking the exclusive agreements.

For example, Apple viewed an exclusive contract with AT&T as a means to secure what has been described as an “unprecedented” position in the development of a wireless handset. As part of this exclusive deal, Apple demanded that AT&T not place AT&T’s brand on the phone, that AT&T distribute to Apple a portion of its monthly subscriber revenues, that the iPhone would only be available at Apple or AT&T stores, and that Apple maintain sole discretion as to whether to repair or replace defective iPhones. Apple also insisted that the iPhone’s development be completely secret. Apple only allowed three AT&T executives to see the phone prior to its release. Verizon rejected this offer by Apple to make Verizon the exclusive distributor of the iPhone. This anecdote makes clear that AT&T’s exclusive agreement with Apple was not a unilateral exercise of market power on the part of AT&T, but rather the result of hard bargaining on the part of Apple.

While the story of Palm’s exclusive with Sprint is less clear in terms of which party was seeking to impose the exclusivity, it certainly is not consistent with the suggestion that exclusives are motivated for anticompetitive reasons. With the Palm Pre, Sprint was hoping to start a long recovery, having lost two percent of its customers in the fourth quarter of 2008, and nearly another one percent through the second quarter of 2009. Sprint CEO Dan Hesse called the Pre Sprint’s
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“coming-out party,” demonstrating to customers Sprint’s reorganized customer service and improved network. Palm may have more to lose than Sprint. Palm has been suffering for several years as its Palm OS and Windows Mobile-based phones have failed to take hold. Palm reportedly teamed up with Sprint because it was a “comfortable” fit—Palm has sold an increasing proportion of its devices through Sprint over the last three years. Palm’s former CEO Ed Colligan said that the choice of carrier “came down to a long term relationship that we continue to build.” It is worth noting that duration of this exclusive agreement appears to be short-lived: Verizon announced at the end of May 2009 (before Sprint had even started selling the phone) that it too would offer the Pre by the beginning of 2010.

IV. OTHER DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES ON THE HORIZON

Thus far, we have focused on competition for the supply of handsets. Because most U.S. consumers typically purchase a bundle of products—a handset, an operating system, and wireless service (as opposed to a standalone handset)—wireless carriers compete for consumers through the quality and coverage of their networks in addition to the handsets they offer. Accordingly, our discussion would be incomplete without an analysis of the other important areas of competition: improved networks and operating systems. As it turns out, many of the innovations that affect the mobile user’s experience—and
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threaten to disrupt the hegemony of today’s handset makers—are occurring in these areas.

A. Improved Networks

As of mid-2009, wireless carriers were battling to be the first to implement a 4G wireless network. There were two major 4G technologies in development: long term evolution (LTE) and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX). Many analysts forecasted that LTE would have a momentous impact on the wireless industry.202 Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and MetroPCS are all developing LTE networks.203 Indeed, some analysts speculated that MetroPCS, which is a relatively small carrier, would be the first to successfully implement an LTE network.204 Verizon has announced that it will deploy LTE in 2010, while AT&T has indicated that it will deploy LTE in 2011. In 2009, Sprint entered into a joint-venture with Clearwire and Intel to deploy a 4G WiMAX network.205 Sprint has rolled out a WiMAX network in Baltimore and announced planned launches in other cities.206

Many industry observers and participants have speculated that 4G technology will have a revolutionary effect on the wireless industry. For instance, Nortel suggested that 4G mobile broadband had the potential to be a “truly disruptive technology."207 A recent book on wireless networks, The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G Revolution, suggests that 4G technology will “have the potential to create major disruptions not only in the wireless sector, but in communications as a whole."208

B. Improved Operating Systems

In addition to competition driven by advances in wireless carriers’ networks, advances in handset operating systems promise to rearrange the entire wireless landscape. While 4G networks are months or years
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away, the next generation of mobile operating systems is imminent. As of 2009, certain operating systems had become well-established. According to Gartner Research, roughly half of the smartphones sold worldwide in 2008 ran Nokia’s Symbian operating system, over 16 percent ran RIM’s BlackBerry operating systems, and nearly 12 percent ran Microsoft’s Windows Mobile. These operating systems face increasing competition. As the Economist explained, a battle is raging over “SmartPhones’ Souls”—the next frontier of competition in the wireless market will focus on “software, services, and content” rather than “hardware.”

Some of the newest entrants into the smartphone operating system market are based on the open-source software Linux, which runs everything from servers to cell phones. Open sourcing offers a low-cost alternative to proprietary software, and makes it easier for third parties to develop apps for a platform that runs on many different devices. Worldwide sales of Linux-based phones in 2008 were up 19 percent from the previous year, while the share of the once-popular Symbian operating systems slid significantly.

In the summer of 2008, Google launched its Linux-based, open-source Android operating system with the Open Handset Alliance of 47 telecom and technology companies. An increasing number of handsets run on Android. Gartner Research has estimated that Android phones comprised 20 percent of the Linux phones sold in the fourth quarter of 2008 worldwide. In September 2008, T-Mobile was the first to offer an Android phone, called G1, built by HTC. In August 2009, T-Mobile released in Europe and Asia its second-generation Android phone, called myTouch 3G, a version of HTC’s well-received Hero. Although the myTouch 3G lacks the iPhone’s multi-touch screen, it has access to the significant and growing library of apps developed for Android. The G1’s earlier version of Android was not “ready for prime

---
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“Android has a better than decent shot” at building a substantial competitive presence.219 Other companies, including Samsung, LG, and Motorola, are set to bring out Android-based phones in the near future.220 Google notes that as many as 18 different Android phones will be available by the end of 2009.221

In mid-2009, Verizon was reportedly close to offering an Android-based Motorola phone (codenamed “Sholes”), which would support multi-touch input, an eight-megapixel camera, and powerful graphics hardware to appeal to mobile gamers. Another Motorola Android phone, named “Morisson,” was reportedly being sold through T-Mobile. Confirmation of these reports is expected at the Motorola Motodev Summit in October 2009.222 In August 2009, Motorola confirmed for its investors that it will be shipping Android-based phones.223

Finally, Linux Mobile (LiMo) is supported by an association of 50 technology and telecommunications companies224 including Samsung and Vodafone.225 LiMo, however, differs from WebOS (which runs the Pre) and Android in that the consortium is focusing on building a flexible operating system rather than a user interface.226 Phones built with LiMo will not have the distinctive user experiences that iPhone, Android, or WebOS phones carry; yet the software has attracted new members to the consortium for its potential to cut development costs while leaving phone makers flexible to create their own user interfaces.227
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Currently LiMo boasts over 30 handsets, including several models by Motorola, NEC, and Panasonic.228

V. LEARNING FROM PAST MISTAKES

In dynamic industries, regulators need be more tolerant of new technologies that appear to be dominant. Unfortunately, the FCC appears not to have always heeded this advice. The agency has at times prematurely declared certain technologies as being dominant, and imposed harmful regulation. In the late 1970s, it required that wireline telephone companies “unbundle” telephone equipment from telephone services,229 in 1981, it extended this requirement to the cellular operations of the telephone companies.230 Accordingly, cellular providers that were affiliated with wireline telephone companies could not sell mobile handsets, nor could they offer certain additional services such as voicemail.231 As we explained above, these regulations likely reduced welfare because handset makers could not properly incentivize wireless operators to invest in an efficient level of promotion and device-specific infrastructure.

Skeptics might ask: What is the harm from declaring a technology in a dynamic industry to be dominant? Can’t the regulation, as in the case of cellular unbundling rules, be reversed? Unfortunately, reversing an inefficient policy may not eliminate the harm, especially when the harm results from delaying the introduction of a new technology. After imposing regulations on cellular carriers in the early 1980s that barred the bundling of handsets with service, the FCC eventually recognized that competition between the cellular licensees rendered such regulation unnecessary, and in 1992, it allowed the bundling of cellular service and mobile phones.232 In the intervening eleven years, however, all the potential economies of scope associated with selling handsets and wireless services (and the associated consumer benefits) were squandered. And the incentive problems identified above concerning handset makers and distributors could not be corrected due to regulatory obstacles.
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We are not the first to link the FCC’s regulatory intervention in the mobile handset market to reductions in consumer welfare. In a seminal article published in 1997, Professor Jerry Hausman of MIT estimated that the Commission’s delay in introducing cellular service cost Americans roughly $25 billion per year in lost welfare. He attributes the delay to, among other things, the Commission’s decision to delay the operations of the incumbent wireline network until the non-wireline network could begin operations. This type of interference, like the ban on bundling handsets and wireless service, squarely fits the paradigm of prematurely declaring dominance. Dr. Hausman concludes that “regulatory indecision made a new good, cellular telephone, unavailable in the United States when it was being offered in Scandinavia and Japan using equipment invented by AT&T Bell Labs.”

Economists Robert Crandall and Thomas Hazlett also blame the slow development of the wireless industry in the United States on the FCC’s overzealous oversight. When compared to local wireline communications, however, Drs. Crandall and Hazlett credit the relatively deregulatory climate of the wireless industry free of “rate controls, unbundling requirements, or mandated resale” for its greater competition. To the extent that the FCC’s intervention in the mobile handset market in the 1980s slowed the pace of innovation, the associated consumer benefits of those new services were also delayed.

CONCLUSION

Our overarching conclusion is that regulators should be very reluctant to intervene in the mobile handset market given the pace of innovation, the lack of any apparent anticompetitive motivation for exclusive contracts, and the significant efficiencies associated with exclusive agreements. Given the pace of technology development in the mobile handset market, the iPhone’s position is hardly guaranteed. A new device could render the iPhone obsolete quickly. Ironically, the best way to replace the iPhone could be through an exclusive contract between a handset maker and some other carrier.

Regulators may not fully incorporate the economic cost of intervention in their decision making because it is hard to assess the
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innovation that would have occurred in the absence of such intervention. In contrast, the benefits of intervention are easier to assess, and there is often a constituency that stands to reap those benefits. For example, some small rural carriers argue that terminating the iPhone-AT&T exclusive agreement would enable them to offer the iPhone and more aggressively compete with AT&T for customers.

But do rural carriers or non-AT&T national carriers need access to the iPhone to compete effectively with AT&T? Our analysis in Part II shows that, while the iPhone is certainly special, there is nothing about it that constitutes a must-have input from the perspective of economics. The question should not be whether a rural carrier would benefit with access to the iPhone (it likely would), but rather whether such a carrier needs the iPhone to constrain the price of AT&T's wireless offerings, so that consumers would benefit. We are not aware of any evidence that AT&T has been able to raise its wireless prices as a result of its exclusive contract with Apple.

Regulations that prohibited exclusive contracts for handsets also would impose significant costs, as described above in Part III. Specifically, the efficiencies made possible by an exclusive agreement—superior innovation in design, coordination and development between device manufacturers and network providers to optimize the consumer experience with the device and the supporting services and shared risk in deploying massive marketing and consumer awareness campaigns—would no longer be available to handset makers, wireless carriers, and their customers. These are real costs, but because they are harder to assess, policymakers who may be subject to political pressures may pay insufficient attention to them.

In summary, we are not good at predicting the future of technology, especially when markets are subject to rapid change. Precisely because the mobile handset market is so dynamic, regulators should err on the side of doing less. If a dominant handset emerges that is effectively sealed off by virtue of an exclusive contract, we believe that an *ex post* investigation of this matter by the Commission or the antitrust authorities could swiftly curb any abuse. In the meantime, the availability of exclusive agreements between wireless carriers and handset manufacturers should make it more likely that the next big thing in mobile handsets emerges sooner rather than later.